A T * → T * T A depending on a linear function defined on the Weil algebra A. We show that for many particular cases of A, all natural transformations T A T
Introduction. By Tulczyjew
, and Modugno and Stefani [13] , there is a natural equivalence T T * → T * T of second order tangent and cotangent functors. All natural transformations of this type were determined by Kolář and Radziszewski [11] . The tangent functor T is a particular case of the functor T , which can be considered as a generalization of the natural equivalence T T * → T * T . In [3] we have classified all natural transformations T 2 1 T * → T * T 2 1 and in [4] we have determined all natural transformations T T T * → T T * T , which is a similar problem. In general, let T A be a Weil functor corresponding to a Weil algebra A. In the jet-like approach, a Weil functor T A can be interpreted as a generalization of the (k, r)-velocities functor T r k . By [10] , Weil functors even represent a general model of all product preserving bundle functors. The aim of this paper is to study natural transformations T A T * → T * T
A
. We first define natural transformations s f : T A T * → T * T A depending on linear functions f : A → R and describe some geometrical properties of such natural transformations. In particular, we discuss the role of s f in the theory of lifting of 1-forms and (0, 2)-tensor fields to Weil bundles. We also consider the existence of a natural equivalence
Finally we construct a fairly general model of natural transformations
, which simply characterizes all such natural transformations for some particular cases of the Weil algebra A.
We remark that natural transformations T
are of fundamental importance in analytical mechanics [2] , and a natural equivalence of this type enables us to introduce a symplectic structure on T
In what follows we will use the theory of natural operations in differential geometry from [10] . All maps and manifolds are assumed to be infinitely differentiable. 
velocities of order r can also be defined as follows: Two maps g, h : 
Definition. Two maps
The equivalence class of a mapping g : R k → M will be denoted by j A g and will be called the A-velocity of g at 0.
If we denote by T
A M the set of all A-velocities on M , then T A M is a fibered manifold over M with the projection p : 
which is the algebra of dual numbers. Further, the tensor product D ⊗ D generates the iterated tangent functor T T . Now we briefly recall some important properties of Weil functors (see [10] ). 
Natural transformations T
Let A be a Weil algebra of width k. Given an arbitrary linear function f : A → R, we define a natural transformation s f :
Taking into account the identification of T
Denote by S A the space of all natural transformations s f :
Proposition 2. S A is a vector space over R which is isomorphic to the dual vector space of A. . To obtain a natural transformation T
, we can use the inclusion 
In this way we have obtained
The Weil algebra of the second iterated tangent functor
with elements a + bx 1 + cx 2 + dx 1 x 2 . Since dim(A) = 4, the vector space S A is linearly generated by four natural transformations.
The existence of a natural equivalence T
from Example 1 is exactly the well known natural equivalence of Cantrijn, Crampin, Sarlet and Saunders [1] .
On the other hand, none of the natural transformations s 0 , . . . , s k :
k from Example 2 is a natural equivalence. We first clarify under which conditions on a linear function f : A → R, the natural transformation
is an isomorphism. Given a linear function f on the Weil algebra A, we have an associated symmetric bilinear mapping f : we denote by a 1 , . . . , a p ∈ A a basis of A, the matrix  (a ij ) of f is defined as a real matrix with elements a ij = f (a i , a j ) .
Definition. A symmetric bilinear mapping ϕ : A × A → R is said to be nonsingular if the matrix of ϕ is nonsingular.
Gancarzewicz, Mikulski and Pogoda [8] have studied relations between a product preserving functor T A and some operations on vector bundles. If
(see [8] ). By [8] , every linear function f : A → R defines a natural vector bundle homomorphism ξ 
. One finds easily that the matrix of each symmetric bilinear 
